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Abstract— Structural irregularities are commonly found in 

constructions and structures. Architectural demands are 

usually the cause of such irregularities. Most of the 

constructions in hilly regions are constrained by local 

topography which results in the adoption of either a step back 

or step back & set back configuration. Due to this the 

structure is irregular by virtue of varying column heights 

leading to torsion and increased shear during seismic ground 

motion. A type of irregular structure for which some poor 

performances have been observed during past earthquakes is 

the vertically setback buildings. A vertical setback is a 

geometric irregularity in a vertical plane. Setback structures 

are characterized by abrupt reductions in floor area in the 

upper stories. Story weight, strength, and stiffness also 

decrease with height above the foundation, but not 

necessarily at the same rate. Buildings with vertical setback 

cause sudden jump in earthquake forces at the level of 

discontinuity. The general solution of a setback problem is 

the total seismic separation in plan through separation 

section, so that portions of the building are free to vibrate 

independently. When the building is not separated, the 

lateral-force-resisting elements such as shear walls, bracing 

systems can be used.In this dissertation work, performance of 

buildings situated on sloping ground with and without 

setback has been evaluated. For comparison purpose 

commonly shaped regular and setback buildings such as 

stepped type building is selected. Various models are decided 

with incorporation of shear walls at various locations. 

Performances of these various combinations are studied and 

compared. Linear dynamic analysis i.e. response spectrum 

analysis is carried out on the entire mathematical 3D models 

using the finite element software ETABS Version 2015. 

Keywords: Setback Structures, Response Spectrum Analysis, 

Stepped Type Building 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In normal design practice the designers generally ignore the 

effect of sloping ground on the structural behavior of the 

building. It is very important to consider earthquake effect 

and design earthquake resistant buildings from the safety 

point of view. Earthquake is the most disastrous due to its 

unpredictability and huge power of devastation. Earthquakes 

themselves do not kill people, rather the colossal loss of 

human lives and properties occur due to the destruction of 

structures. Earthquakes causes serious damage to buildings, 

such as failure of members in the building and if the intensity 

of earthquake is high, it leads to collapse of the structure. Hill 

buildings constructed in masonry with mud mortar or cement 

mortar without conforming to seismic codal provisions have 

proved unsafe and resulted in loss of life and property when 

subjected to earthquake ground motions. In recent years 

population has been increased drastically and due to which 

cities and towns started spreading out. The economic growth 

and rapid urbanization in hilly region has accelerated the real 

estate development. Due to this, population density in the 

hilly region has increased enormously. Therefore, there is 

popular and pressing demand for the construction of 

multistorey buildings on hill slope in and around the cities.  

A. Setback Buildings: 

Regular structures may be defined as having nearly uniform 

distributions of story strength, stiffness, weight, and 

geometry over their height. In contrast, setback structures as 

shown in figure 1.5 are characterized by abrupt reductions in 

floor area in the upper stories. Story weight, strength, and 

stiffness also decrease with height above the foundation, but 

not necessarily at the same rate. In its simplest form buildings 

with setback can be considered to be made up of two portions, 

a tower and a base. The part of structure above the setback 

level is identified as the tower and the part below as a base.  

B. Scope of the Work: 

In this dissertation work, the seismic analysis is carried out 

on two types of buildings resting on sloping i.e. regular type 

without any setback and stepped type setback building, by 

responses spectrum approach using finite element software 

ETABS Version 2015. The buildings are considered to be 

located in seismic zone III and rests on hard soil. An attempt 

has been made to strengthen the these buildings which are 

formed commonly due to architectural purpose with the help 

of shear walls, by reducing response of such building in terms 

of various parameters such as drift displacements, time period 

and storey shear etc. This will help in selecting the 

appropriate lateral load resisting building system that will 

provide the best protection for both life and property in the 

future earthquake. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several studies, experiments and research works have been 

carried out since a long time all over the world to understand 

or to evaluate the effect of seismic forces on buildings 

situated on slopes, with the latest measures and techniques 

adopted for the improved performance of the same. Technical 

articles published in the proceedings and other journals have 

been referred to determine the scope of work and to 

understand the present status the proposed study. The brief 

review of various works by different researchers on buildings 

situated on sloping ground is discussed below. 

Birajdar and Nalawade performed and discussed 

results from seismic analyses on 24 RC buildings with three 

different configurations like, Step back building, Step back 

Set back building and Set back building are presented. 3 –D 

analysis including torsional effect has been carried out by 

using response spectrum method. The dynamic response 

properties i.e. fundamental time period, top storey 
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displacement and, the base shear action induced in columns 

have been studied with reference to the suitability of a 

building configuration on sloping ground. It was observed 

that Step back Set back buildings are found to be more 

suitable on sloping ground 

Jadhav and Jawalkar The seismic analysis of a G+4 

storey RCC building on varying slope angles i.e., 7.50, 150 

and 300 is studied. The seismic forces are considered as per 

IS: 1893‐2002. Lateral load resisting element, shear wall of 

150 mm thick is provided. The analysis is carried out to 

evaluate the effect of sloping ground on structural forces. The 

free vibration properties like frequency, Modal mass 

participation ratio, the base reaction and also axial force, 

bending moment, shear force in columns. It was concluded 

that, when shear wall is provided at two corners of building 

for 7.50 , 150 and 300 first mode is dominating as it more 

contributes in first mode only and with same slopes of 

building vibration in second mode is dominating as it 

contributes more in this mode only but in y-direction. Overall 

observation from the modal mass participation is that the 

mode contributes in the modal mass participation up to higher 

modes as the building is unsymmetrical. 

Mistry and Shah In present study, Building on a 

plain ground, Step back building and Set back with step back 

building have been considered. Dynamic analysis of building 

on a plain ground, Set back with step back building and Step 

back building will be carried out in SAP 2000 software. In 

present study, Response spectrum analysis and Time History 

analysis for Bhuj and chamoli earthquakes will be carried out 

by considering parameters such as Base Shear, Axial force 

and moments will be studied. Earthquakes Time Histories 

applied at various angles and most severe analysis will be 

studied for each cases.  

III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF BUILDING 

A. General: 

The main objective of this study is to reduce the forces in the 

buildings resting on sloping ground where it likely to be 

failed, by incorporating the shear walls and at different 

locations in regular and in setback buildings. For analytical 

study one regular and other stepped setback buildings are 

considered and as such type of buildings are generally formed 

on sloping ground, study is extended to strengthening of such 

buildings on sloping ground by incorporating shear walls at 

different locations. 

B. Seismic Response of Regular Building without Setback on 

Sloping Ground 

For comparison purpose, one regular building without 

setback is taken and various models with incorporation of 

shear walls in the same building have chosen for study. The 

study is carried out on reinforced concrete moment resisting 

regular buildings. The building considered is the commercial 

building having G+9 storeys. Height of each storey is 3.0m.In 

the analysis special RC moment-resisting frame (SMRF) are 

considered. 

1) Modeling of Building:  

The building is modeled using the finite element software 

ETABS Version 2015. The analytical models of the building 

include all components that influence the mass, strength, 

stiffness and deformability of structure. The building 

structural system consists of beams, columns, slab, walls, and 

foundation. The non-structural elements that do not 

significantly influence the building behavior are not 

modelled. Beams and columns are modeled as two noded 

beam element with six DOF at each node. The floor slabs are 

assumed to act as diaphragms, which insure integral action of 

all the vertical load resisting elements and are modeled as 

four noded shell element with six DOF at each node. Shear 

wall is modeled by using shell element. In the modeling, 

material is considered as an isotropic material. The 3D 

building model generated in ETABS is shown in figure 3.2.  

 
Fig. 3.1: Plan of building 

 
Fig. 3.2: 3D Model of building generated in ETABS 

To improve the seismic performance of such 

buildings different alternatives of shear are proposed. Four 

building models are generated using ETABS. Brief 

description of all these models is given below. 
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Fig. 3.3: Regular building without any shear walls. 

 
Fig. 3.4: Regular building with L type shear walls at 

exterior. 

 
Fig. 3.5: Regular building with straight shear walls at 

periphery. 

 
Fig. 3.6: Regular building with Cortype shear walls at 

central portion. 

C. Seismic Response of Setback Building with Stepped 

Setback on Sloping Ground 

For comparison purpose, one setback building with stepped 

type setback is taken and various models with incorporation 

of shear walls in the same building have chosen for study. The 

study is carried out on reinforced concrete moment resisting 

stepped type setback building. The building considered is the 

commercial building having G+9 storeys. Height of each 

storey is 3.0m.In the analysis special RC moment-resisting 

frame (SMRF) are considered. 

1) Modeling of Building:  

The building is modeled using the finite element software 

ETABS Version 2015. The analytical models of the building 

include all components that influence the mass, strength, 

stiffness and deformability of structure. The building 

structural system consists of beams, columns, slab, walls, and 

foundation. The non-structural elements that do not 

significantly influence the building behavior are not modeled. 

Beams and columns are modeled as two noded beam element 

with six DOF at each node. The floor slabs are assumed to act 

as diaphragms, which insure integral action of all the vertical 

load resisting elements and are modeled as four noded shell 

element with six DOF at each node. Shear wall is modeled by 

using shell element. In the modeling, material is considered 

as an isotropic material. The 3D building model generated in 

ETABS is shown in figure 3.8. 

 
Fig. 3.7: Plan of building 

 
Fig. 3.8: 3D Model of building generated in ETABS 
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To improve the seismic performance of such 

buildings different alternatives of shear are proposed. Four 

building models are generated using ETABS. Brief 

description of all these models is given below. 

 
Fig. 3.9: Stepped type setback building without any lateral 

force resisting element 

 
Fig. 3.10: Stepped type setback building on sloping ground 

with shear wall along periphery 

 
Fig. 3.11: Stepped type setback building on sloping ground 

with shear wall along the short column 

 
Fig. 3.12: Stepped type setback building on sloping ground 

with shear wall at plane of weakness 

D. Analysis of Building: 

Here the explained 3D building models are analysed using 

response spectrum method (linear dynamic method). This 

method is briefly described in next section. The lateral loads 

are calculated and then distributed along the height of the 

building as per the empirical equations given in the code. The 

building models are then analysed by the software ETABS. 

Different parameters such as base shear, drift, shear force and 

bending moment are studied for all the models. 

Displacements are found out and inter storey drift is 

calculated for each storey. To improve the seismic 

performance of regular and setback buildings different 

alternatives using shear walls are proposed. Space frame 

analysis is carried out for different building models using the 

software. All components that influence the mass, strength 

and stiffness and deformability of structure are included in 

the analytical models of the building. Response spectrum 

analysis is carried on all the models and analysis results are 

demonstrated with the help of tables and charts. Finally, the 

performance of all these models is observed and most 

beneficial model is suggested.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

A. Introduction: 

In this study an attempt is made to improve the performance 

of buildings on sloping ground by incorporating shear walls 

at various locations in in both regular and setback buildings. 

For this, different building models with different improving 

measures are considered. The 3D analysis of building is 

carried out for earthquake zone III. After studying the 

behavior and failure of these buildings without using any 

lateral load resisting element, different alternative measures 

are proposed for models as discussed in chapter 3 for 

improving the performance of building. The response 

spectrum analysis is carried out on all the mathematical 3D 

models using the software ETABS. The results obtain from 

the analysis are discussed in next sections. 

B. Seismic Response of Regular Building without Setback on 

Sloping Ground: 

1) Lateral Displacement:  

From the displacement profile it is observed that large 

displacement occurs in case of building on sloping ground 

without any shear walls at top floor. Introduction of different 

shapes of reinforced concrete shear walls at various locations 

reduces the displacement at all levels to much extent i.e. there 

is reduction in lateral displacements at all levels are up to 71-

84% in various models. Maximum reduction is achieved in 

case of Building with Core type shear walls at central portion 

(model IV) i.e. 84%, For Building with L type shear walls at 

exterior (model II) reduction is found  by 71% and For 

Building with straight shear walls at pheriphery (model III) 

reduction is found  by 74%. 

2) Storey drift:  

The storey drift reduces and profile is becomes smoother for 

all Buildings with shear walls as compared to buildings 

without shear walls indicating the reduction in stiffness 

irregularity. Building with Shear Wall at Core area. (Model 

III) has lowest storey drift values per floor. 
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Fig. 4.1: Displacement profile for regular building on 

sloping ground 

 
Fig. 4.2: Drift profile for regular building on sloping ground 

3) Storey Shear:  

Storey shear and Base shear of all the above models with 

introduction of shear walls get increased as because of their 

introduction seismic weight of building get increases.For 

Building with L type shear walls at exterior (model II) and for 

Building with straight shear walls at periphery (model III) 

increments are very nominal i.e. upto 5%.Maximum 

increment in base shear found in model III i.e.23% for 

Building with Core type shear walls at central portion 

4) Time period and frequency:  

It is observed that the time period of vibration is more for 

model I. While it is considerably reduced for models II, III, 

and IV. Period of vibration is found to be minimum for 

Building with Core type shear walls at central portion 

(models IV). The reduction is found by 68%.  

 
Fig. 4.3: Storey shear of regular building on sloping ground 

 
Fig. 4.4: Comparison of time Period for different modes for 

regular building on sloping ground 

C. Seismic Performance of Stepped Type Setback Buildings 

on Sloping Ground  

1) Lateral Displacement: 

From the displacement profile it is observed that large 

displacement occurs in case of building on sloping ground 

without any shear walls at top floor also at setback level. 

Introduction of different shapes of reinforced concrete shear 

walls at various locations reduces the displacement at all 

levels to much extent i.e. there is reduction in lateral 

displacements at the setback levels up to 7-74% in various 

models. Maximum reduction is achieved in case of Stepped 

type setback building with shear wall along the short column 

(model III) i.e. 74%, For Building with shear wall along 

periphery (model II) reduction is found  by 73% and For 

Stepped type setback building with shear wall at plane of 

weakness  (model IV) reduction is found  by 7%. 

2) Storey Drift:  

The variation in storey drift profile observed at setback level. 

There is a sudden change in drift value. The storey drift 

reduces and profile is becomes smoother for Stepped type 

setback building with shear wall along the short column 

(model III) and For Building with shear wall along periphery 

(model II)  as compared to setback buildings without shear 

walls indicating the reduction in stiffness irregularity.  

 
Fig. 4.5: Displacement profile for stepped building type 

setback building on sloping ground 
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Fig. 4.6: Drift profile for stepped type setback on sloping 

ground 

3) Storey Shear:  

Storey shear and Base shear of all the above models with 

introduction of shear walls get increased as because of their 

introduction seismic weight of building get increases. For 

Stepped type setback building with shear wall along the short 

column (model III) increment found by 32%, For Building 

with shear wall along periphery (model II) increment found 

by by 27% and For Stepped type setback building with shear 

wall at plane of weakness  (model IV) increment found by 

35%. 

4) Time period and frequency:  

It is observed that the time period of vibration is more for 

model I. While it is considerably reduced for models II, III, 

and IV. Period of vibration is found to be minimum for 

Stepped type setback building with shear wall along the short 

column (model III). The reduction is found by 49%.  

 
Fig. 4.7: Storey shear of stepped type setback building on 

sloping ground 

 
Fig. 4.8: Comparison of time Period for different modes for 

stepped type setback building on sloping ground 

D. Remark:  

By studying all the parameters, it is observed that 

incorporation core type shear walls at central portion is more 

beneficial for regular buildings on sloping ground.  And for 

stepped type setback buildings incorporation of shear wall 

along the short column is more beneficial for setback 

building.  

V. CONCLUSION  

It is observed that there is significant reduction in the lateral 

displacement and lateral drift demand, and hence the 

performance of building get improved if the described 

improving measures are used. Shear walls are found to be 

very effective in reducing the lateral displacements in setback 

buildings.  This is due to reduction in effect of vertical 

irregularity in setback building. There is increment in base 

shear for all the models by of incorporating shear walls this is 

due to increase in seismic weight of building. In regular type 

building without any setback on sloping ground, with 

incorporation of shear walls at various locations reduction is 

found in lateral displacement up to 71-84%, in fundamental 

time period up to 52-68% and increment found in base shear 

up to 23% in all the suggested models. In stepped type setback 

buildings on sloping ground, with incorporation of shear 

walls at various locations reduction is found in lateral 

displacement up to 7-74%, in fundamental time period up to 

7-49% and increment found in base shear up to 27-35% in all 

the suggested models. Dual type structural system with 

proper location of shear walls is more effective in resisting 

earthquake forces than moment resisting frame system and 

can be effectively used for buildings on slopes. 
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